LexisNexis Academic: Michigan Case Law

1. Click on the U.S. Legal tab on the left.
2. Select the Federal and State Cases link on the left.
3. Enter keywords in the Search for boxes and select a field.
4. From the Jurisdiction drop-down menu choose Michigan.

The Results Screen
Cases are listed by the proper short names.

Sort Options:
Newest to Oldest
Oldest to Newest
Relevance

Search Fields:
• Everywhere (Keyword appears anywhere in the text)
• Citation
(279 Mich App. 309)
• Party Names
(Taylor v. Mobley)
• Legal Topics
• Attorney
• At Least 5 Occurrences (keyword appears at least 5 times in a case)

Search for another term within these results
View a case by selecting the link.

Narrow your results by choosing any of the links

Search for another term within these results
View a case by selecting the link.

Get help with your search
Get more information

Jurisdictions:
All US Federal & State Courts
The US Supreme Court
By State
Highest State Courts
District Courts
Courts of Appeals
Circuit Courts
Federal Military Courts

Enter keywords and choose a field from the menu.
Choose Michigan from the drop-down Jurisdiction menu.
You can limit your search by date.